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Chapter 1 : Comedy Magic Page 2
We have yet to see any other clown-act book as complete as this. Includes over workable clown acts for beginners,
intermediates and advanced participants. All acts are classified by type, equipment needed, gymnastic skills, and
practice required.

May 24, The clown act omnibus escape act is simply a big build up from the ring master followed by a clown
failing to escape. It mentions nothing of the jacket, or even funny positions. It simply states, "the ringmaster
counts from 15 down to 1, and on the last number he draws aside the screen revealing Escapo still handcuffed.
Ring master looks embarrassed What you are purchasing here I am assuming is the "more disheveled" part.
You are paying for the creative insight to turn the "great Escapo" into a clever play on words from straight
jacket to suit jacket. And all the little nuiances in moving from disheveled pose to disheveled pose while
getting the most comedy for the buck. Too often we look at the price of an effect and think WOW I could do
that! It makes him unique. If Landan wants to take and sell his creativity please respect that and not take the
suit coat idea and run. Let me be the first to say, "I hate buying a routine I have never seen! This routine
tempts me. Primarily because I have the five card opener. I waivered back and forth on that purchase for a
long time. Simple, someone I trusted had, and said it was worth it. It became an inspiration for a whole new
opening segment for my show. I think Bill would be proud That is what I think this piece will do for me as
well. Because of my past experience with the Five Card Opener I now have a certain "trust" in Bill, whom I
have never met and I expect this product to be as well thought out. Does this mean that I feel I can buy this
and carbon copy it right into my show? No, but if it is as well prepared as the opener, I probably could. What
it means is I have another resource to look at and take pieces of to combine with the other resources above to
make my own. For someone who really understands what it takes to create a routine, No problem. So I think I
have talked myself into buying it now Simple Based on my experience with the five card opener. I have been
looking at the Wakeling and Pendragon routines for my busking show, but thinking they were not quite right.
This could work for me and my character. The premise is silly enough. Combine that with the ending in the
Wakeling routine and we might have a winner! The question is rather, whether you be capable of learning it?
Magic is somewhat like poetry, men are to be born so: I mean, with inclinations to it, though both may be
heightened by discourse and prac Ojasa.
Chapter 2 : Clown Books: La Rock's Fun and Magic
CLOWN ACT OMNIBUS - Guide to Clowning - Kindle edition by Wes McVicar. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading CLOWN
ACT OMNIBUS - Guide to Clowning.

Chapter 3 : Clown Act Omnibus - Wes McVicar
Clown Act Omnibus: Everything You Need to Know About Clowning Plus over Clown Stunts by Wes. McVicar A nice
collection of time-tested clown skits (over ), for beginners, intermediate & advanced, both individuals and for groups.

Chapter 4 : Clown Jokes & Walkaround Gags by Ron Burgess - Famous Clowns
Clown Act Omnibus has 8 ratings and 2 reviews. Everything you always wanted to know about clowning (and didn't
know whom to ask) is here in this inexpens.

Chapter 5 : Clown Act Omnibus: A Complete Guide To The Art Of Clowning SC () | eBay
CLOWN ACT OMNIBUS by Wes McVicar The origin oÂ£ the English word "down" is uncertain, but it is thought to have
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come from a Scandinavian or Teutonic word for "clod," hence a coarse or boorish fellow, a lout.

Chapter 6 : Wes McVicar (Author of Clown Act Omnibus)
Everything you need to know to stage successful clown performances. The basics of being a clown Clown equipment
Walk-Ons and walk-arounds Clown acts with special equipment Over skit ideas, classified.

Chapter 7 : Books about Clowns
Details about Clown Act Omnibus: A Complete Guide To The Art Of Clowning SC () Clown Act Omnibus: A Complete
Guide To The Art Of Clowning SC () Item Information.

Chapter 8 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
Everything you always wanted to know about clowning (and didn't know whom to ask) is here in this inexpensive,
paperback theater theinnatdunvilla.com have yet to see any other clown-act book as complete as this.

Chapter 9 : The Magic Cafe Forums - Incredible Suit Jacket Escape
A whole book full of always ready, on the spot, laugh- provoking clown acts and stunts for your club, school, camp or
church get-togethers.
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